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The prime minister of Pakistan, Nawaz Sharif, is going to visit Washington D.C. and is going to discuss
important issues with President Barak Obama and other senior US officials.
Taking this opportunity, the Lawyers Union of Afghanistan is sending its specific massages related to
Pakistan's interference in the domestic affairs, and would like to hear, especially from the president of
the United States, Barak Obama, the strategic partner, to specify their position on this matter.
During the Soviet invasion of Afghanistan, it was a golden era for Pakistan to be politically supported and
to receive abundant technical and financial aids from the Western countries. That opportunity turned
Pakistan into a nuclear state and helped it build a strong army, and as the heir of the war, it has turned
into a great dangerous player and the axis of international terrorism.
However, despite their strategic role in the war against the former Soviet Union, the people of
Afghanistan were not only forgotten but they also faced military and intelligence invasion by Pakistan.
The main pillars of this terrorist war are the Taliban and other Afghans, Pakistan’s terrorist militant
groups, and multinational terrorists based in Pakistan, but the management and procurement are
conducted by the Pakistani Inter-Service Intelligence (ISI) and military.
Pakistan considers terrorism as one of its main national powers and military arms and achieves its major
goals in the region and world through it; therefore , below issues are the basic questions that must be
answered by its partner, the United States of America, and by the prime minister of Pakistan, and the
US authorities should clarify their position on them:
1- Is considering terrorism as a principle of national power not an illegal act against international
principles?
2- Which international documents do consider using deathless tools for the implementation of
aggressive sense of states as illegal?
3- Why did Pakistan displace the centers of Taliban and other multinational terrorist groups and
take their leadership?
4- What does existence of Quetta council, Peshawar council, other similar relevant committees,
the Taliban centers and other terrorist groups in Pakistan mean in view of the UN Security
Council and the USA?
5- How can the presence of Bin Ladin in Pakistan covered by the military , the death of Mullah
Omar in one of Pakistan’s hospitals, and appointing of Mullah Mansour an acting leader to
represent Mullah Omar be justified?
6- Why does Pakistan carry out terrifying operations before the eyes of the Americans and expands
conflict from village to village and targets military bases , commercial and administrative

facilities, cities, public facilities, transit routes, bridges, and transit commercial goods and
civilians?
7- What source and country does equip the terrorist groups which fight all over Afghanistan?
8- Why does Pakistan, as a trainer of terrorists, receive financial support from the United States of
America?
9- Why have the Pakistani bodies have not been held responsible for all their illegal acts and
violation of international principles?
There might be dozens of questions in this regard that need to be answered by the Pakistani prime
minister and the US president.
Pakistan's actions clearly show that it tries to annihilate the national sovereignty of Afghanistan. The
actions by the country have resulted in breach of wide natural citizen laws , disorder, instability, and
destroying of lives in Afghanistan.
There is enough proving evidence about the existence of terrorist groups' bases and backup bases in
Pakistan.
The Lawyers Union of Afghanistan demands from the president of the United States of America, Barak
Obama, as a strategic security partner to remove the doubts in his AfPak policy. This issue must be
discussed with the Pakistani partner.
If the government of Pakistan does not try to resolve the issues or is not capable of doing so , the issue
of Pakistan's involvement in disrupting security in Afghanistan shall be submitted before the Hague
Tribunal in order to exert real pressure on the country to change its behavior and to give up its political
use of terrorism in its international relations, and in order to completely cut all financial aid and
equipping for terrorism.
The Lawyers Union of Afghanistan believes that, otherwise, other international structures, the presence
and capacities of the UN and other international organizations will lose their practical and moral role in
international conflict resolution as well as in adopting measures to prevent interference by states.

